
Individual reasonable functioning security controls as confirmed in the strategic 

dashboarding caused the current cyber risk management strategy to be perceived 

as reasonable.

Our simulation approach allows to aggregate the effect of individual lapses of 

control across the different steps of a cyber attack.

This aggregation effect in terms of number of incidents was beyond managerial 

risk appetite and made watermelons risks visible, providing management 

insights to take timely action.

We advocate to augment strategic dashboarding with digital twin technology

1. Watermelons: only green on the outside

2. 4 – step approach to identify watermelon risks through digital twin usage 

We want to hear your watermelon risks
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GOAL: Combatting the illusion of control that foster unintended lapses of control
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Watermelon risks* are categories of risk that seems to be under 

control (green) but only by detailed and thorough analysis their real 

nature (red) becomes visible. An example: 

2. Mimic organisation in calibrated 

strategic digital twin

1. Get understanding about company and 

strategic dashboarding
Status (RAG) report
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Workforce management

Vulnerability management

Response

Network protection

% capability effectiveness = between 100% and 95% = between 84% and 80% = below 70%

= between 94% and 85% = between 79% and 70%

3. Simulate future performance of cyber risk management 

strategy and capabilities (groups of security controls)

4. Compare results

3.  Simulation allows for timely intervention

Senior management report states 

customer care process is under

control while the unit has a 

massive number of customer 

complaints.

Principles of materiality and control tolerance 

makes them very hard to observe and they often remain hidden.
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